
  

1) A year ago today saw the beginning in a series of natural weather events that placed an 
unexpected financial burden on the city. What lessons have you taken away from this to 
better deal with the financial fallout due to aggressive climate in the future? 

We can expect more severe weather as the climate changes. We won't be ready unless we recognize 
big cities have unique needs, and stop demonizing responsible public investment, which is essential 
to keeping infrastructure modern, protecting vital tree canopy, and ensuring that emergency 
services work. The lesson I’ve taken away is the need to mitigate climate change and its impacts. 

2) Do you feel that cutting the size of Toronto City Council would improve how Council 
operates? 

A mayor with a proven track record working well in municipal government, and an end to the 
current circus, is the best way to improve things. Municipal government is the closest to people and 
affects daily life more personally than other levels. Having accessible councillors is imperative, and 
so while I, too, wish things ran better, I place a higher priority on local representation. I can't agree.  

3) What is your stance on introducing new dedicated taxes to pay for transit expansion in 
this City? 

I'd welcome provincial or federal moves to dedicate some of the taxes our city pays for our pressing 
needs, which we share with other big cities. On the municipal front, the property tax base is already 
stretched beyond what it was designed for, and is not based on ability to pay. Accordingly, I don't 
support dedicating it—our primary tax, by far—for any one need.  

I’ve sat on the budget committee and know the significant costs already borne by property taxes. 
David Soknacki has also served on it, and it's no accident we share the most fiscally responsible 
policy: saving $1 billion we don't need to spend, and building transit in Scarborough four years 
faster with four more stops. All other candidates support Rob Ford’s fiscally irresponsible approach 
to this issue. 

 4) Transit planning has not progressed as it should over the past few decades because of 
revisiting past decisions and reopening previous debates. How do you feel we can best 
improve the transit planning process in Toronto? 

Rob Ford, supported by John Tory, has indeed delayed transit. World-class above-ground rail in 
Scarborough would be ready by the Pan Am Games if we hadn’t wasted four years. They would all 
spend the next four years cancelling contracts, doing the studies, and buying properties, all of which 
entail changing the existing master agreement with the province.  

So it’s welcome you support keeping the plan that’s in place, with studies all complete, contracts 
signed, and still the basis of the master agreement with the province. It’s good to hear that like me, 
you’d start building above-ground rail next year. It would be ready four years faster, with four more 
stops to serve more people—and it would save the city $1 billion. It would also save more than $30 
million a year in operating costs. 



 

We need expert-led planning and an integrated plan, very similar to the existing master agreement 
between the city and province. We don’t need misleading debate on an issue too serious to treat so 
dishonestly. Here, I speak about Mr. Ford comparing world-class, above-ground rail to a streetcar; 
and Mr. Tory pretending his new transit priority is the same as the one he said drove him to run 
when it so clearly is not. 

5) Where would you find savings in future budgets? List your top five specific priorities for 
savings. 

My top priority for saving is not spending $1 billion we don’t have to (and another $660 million in 
federal taxes we don’t have to), to deliver transit four years later, with four fewer stops to 
Scarborough. It is curious this issue, with its significant fiscal impact, is overlooked in your 
questionnaire. Why is that? 

6) Are you in favour of cancelling the Land Transfer Tax in the City of Toronto? 

No.  

7) In upcoming labour contract negotiations, how would you achieve agreements that are 
fair for both City employees and taxpayers?  

Collective bargaining. I value the services our city provides, and the people who provide them, such 
as the hydro workers who worked around the clock to restore power after the holiday ice storm 
last year. Valuing the services people and communities depend on every day, while keeping 
property tax increases reasonable—around the rate of inflation, as I did on the budget committee—
can both be achieved through collective bargaining. 

8) How can affordable housing be best managed in this City? Should the City be playing a 
different role than it is now, if it were to play any role at all?  

Hospitals didn’t work better when the public wasn’t involved, and neither does affordable housing. 
The city certainly has a role, and I’m the only candidate with an affordable housing plan so far. It 
proposes a change to how the TCHC is managed, through a pilot project that would empower 
residents and stakeholders through a separate, public corporation—focused on specialized seniors’ 
housing. I’ve also released practical plans, supported in the private sector, to build 15,000 new 
units of affordable housing. I would also help our existing 1,200 residential towers to improve, 
where much of our cultural and economic diversity is found. 

 9) Do you place a priority on paying down the city’s debt, and what plan would you put 
forward to eliminate our debt quickly to minimize interest payments? How quickly can you 
eliminate the debt? 

Our current debt cap, a goal of council, is 15%. I won’t add to it. While it's much lower than federal 
or provincial governments, it also sits on a property tax base that doesn't grow with the economy 
like income or sales taxes do. Yet, the province ended operating support for the TTC, which is 
largely responsible for us having North America's costliest transit pass. The damage was 
compounded by ending support for public housing as well.  

Like other cities, we collect only about 8% of total tax revenue, which represents about half the 
share that municipalities collected half a century ago. During that time, the share of infrastructure 



that municipalities own and maintain has more than doubled. Indeed, we’re now responsible for 
about 60% of Canada’s overall infrastructure, reflecting growing rates of urbanization.  

My priorities are better transit, children and fighting the youth unemployment crisis, not making 
debt promises that no-one can keep. Certainly not while needlessly adding $1 billion to the debt, as 
both Mr. Ford and Mr. Tory propose to do. 

10) How would you encourage more private investment in Toronto? 

I have set out a detailed economic development plan, to create jobs and fight youth unemployment. 
For example, we should copy a successful Vancouver program that matches immigrant 
entrepreneurs with existing business to create a win-win. The new business gets help setting up; 
the existing one, help and contacts to export. I want to extend the small business tax cut. And I’ve 
proposed a sensible, proven way to attract investment and jobs by allowing our region to speak 
with one voice, through an agency called Global Toronto, modelled on successful efforts in Montreal 
and Chicago. 


